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Abstract
Influenza is a dangerous virus which has been the cause of many epidemics in the past and may
create many more health issues in the future. Each year, high risk groups of the population are
vaccinated against the influenza virus, however the antibodies generated against the vaccine might
not fit the viral strain that is circling at that moment. This can be due to the form of hemagglutinin.
The glycoprotein hemagglutinin is located on the envelope of influenza virus particles and can have
different glycosylation forms. For antibody recognition the length of the glycans and the location of
the glycosylation site are important. In this review an overview is provided of the glycosylation of
the hemagglutinin protein and how it affects the functional properties of hemagglutinin. Lastly, it
will be discussed how this knowledge may contribute to the development of influenza virus
vaccines.

Introduction
Influenza is an enveloped RNA virus and belongs to the Orthomyxoviridae family 1, 2. During the 20th
century the influenza A virus caused several pandemics, one of them was the ‘Spanish’ flu (19181919), which killed approximately 20 million to 40 million people 3-6. In the beginning of the 21st
century another pandemic came to pass: the Mexican flu 7, and this year an avian influenza known as
H7N9, infected humans in China 8.
The virus particles of influenza A consists of three major components namely: the core, the matrix
and the envelope, see figure 1. The core contains eight negative RNA strands, which are situated in
ribonucleocapsids (vRNPs), and nucleoprotein. Furthermore, the nuclear export protein is also
present with three polymerase proteins 1, 9, 10.
The matrix protein (M1) is located between the core and the envelope of the virus particle 1. M1
determines the shape of the virus particle and plays multiple roles in the viral replication cycle 11.
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The envelope is comprised of a lipid bilayer
containing three proteins: M2,
neuraminidase (NA) and hemagglutinin (HA)
1, 4, 12-15

. M2 is a type III transmembrane

protein and creates an ion channel to uncoat
the viral particles. While NA is a type II
transmembrane protein. Approximately 17%
of the envelope consist of this glycoprotein
and forms homogenous tetramers. It has the
function to cleave the binding of the sialic
acid residues that are on the cell surface of
the host cell and thereby releasing the newly

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of an influenza virus
particle. Retrieved from
http://www.wvdhhr.org/labservices/labs/virology/influ
enza.cfm on 2013/05/30

assembled virus particles 1, 9, 13, 16. Additionally, with
80% HA is the most abundant envelope glycoprotein
and contains approximately 566 amino acids,
depending on the strain 9, 17. Furthermore, HA is a
type I transmembrane protein and it forms
homogenous trimers, see figure 2 17, 18. A HA
monomer (HA0) consists of two parts, HA1 (± 36
kDa) and HA2 (± 27 kDa), which are linked by a
disulfide bond 17, 19, 20. In addition, viral entry is
mediated by HA, as it binds sialic acid residues on
the receptors of the host cell 14, 16, 21-23. Ultimately,
HA mediates membrane fusion 22-24.
During maturation in the cell the protein HA is
glycosylated. The aim of this review is to acquire
insight into how glycosylation affects the
functional properties of HA. Furthermore, it will

Figure 2. HA in trimeric conformation. Each color

be discussed how this knowledge may contribute

shows a HA monomer. Retrieved from
http://biology.kenyon.edu/BMB/Chime2/2005/Cer

in the development of influenza virus vaccines.

chiara-Holsberry/FRAMES/start.htm on
2013/07/06
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Glycosylation of hemagglutinin
Hemagglutinin structure and domains
Since HA and NA are the most abundant proteins on the envelope of the virus particles of influenza
A, the viral strains are classified based on the antibody response on these proteins. For example, in
H1N1, H stands for HA and N stands for NA 2. There are seventeen different HAs and nine NAs 15, 18, 25,
26

from which humans can be infected with H1, H2 and H3. Additionally, other common human

infections are N1 and N2 2, 13, 22, 27. H3N2 and H1N1 are nowadays the viral strains that are most
present, although most seasonal epidemics are caused by H3N2. Since H3N2 strains are more often
present than H1N1 strains, they adapt more often to avoid immunity of the host. The diversity in
H3N2 strains is therefore higher than in the H1N1 strains 28-31.
The different HAs can be divided into two
groups: group 1 (which is also called the H1
group) and group 2 (which is also named the H3
group), see figure 3 28, 32, 33. These groups are
categorized ‘based on their antigenic properties
and their major structural features’ 28.
As already discussed in the introduction, HA
mediates viral entry by receptor binding and
membrane fusion between the virus particle and
the endosomal membrane 14, 16, 21, 22, 24. HA
consists of two structural parts: the stem region,
which consists of HA2, and the head region,
which consists of HA1 22, 27, 34-36. As can be
seen in figure 4, the stem domain of HA

Figure 3. Influenza virus strains are divided into two
28

groups .

consist mainly of α-helixes, while the head
domain is primarily build of β-strands. Receptor binding is accomplished by a shallow cavity in the
head region of HA 22, 27, 30, 35 and is well conserved in all subtypes 32. While the stem region mediates
membrane fusion 24.
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Figure 4. HA0 is divided into two regions: the head and stem regions. Retrieved from
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore/explore.do?structureId=2VIU on 2013/06/04

The reason why some influenza viruses only infect humans and others solely infect birds is caused by
the binding of the receptor with HA. These receptors contain sialic acids, which is present in high
concentrations on glycolipids and glycoproteins 1. Every type of influenza strain has its own
preference of binding to the sialic acid: α(2, 6) – linkage and α(2, 3) – linkage. For the α(2,3) – linkage
it means that the sialic acid is linked with the second carbon atom of the hexane ring to the sugar
group. This sugar group is connected to the sialic acid with the third carbon atom in the hexose, see
figure 5. The same applies for the α(2,6) – linkage: the sialic acid is linked with the second carbon
atom of the hexane ring to the sugar group and the sugar group is connected to the sialic acid with
the sixth carbon atom in the hexose 22, 37. The difference in binding specificity is due to the different
species that can be infected with influenza: human influenza has a preference for α(2, 6) – linkage
and avian influenza prefers α(2, 3) – linkage, while swine influenza can be infected with both types of
linkages 22. The reason for the fact that human receptors bind with the α(2, 6) – linkage to sialic acids
is that human lungs and other parts of the respiratory tract are mostly covered with this type of
receptor 22, 38.
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Figure 5. α(2,3) – linked sialic acid to galactose. Retrieved from
http://www.virology.ws/2009/05/05/influenza-virus-attachment-to-cells-role-of-different-sialic-acids/ on
2013/06/11

Figure 6. Overlay of the region where receptor binding takes place of different HA subtypes. The loop-helixloop motive is present. Only the (avian) H7 subtype has an extra loop (150-loop). Additionally, the 130-loop
27
of the (avian) H5 subtype is shifted .
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For both linkages receptor binding is mediated by a loop-helix-loop motive. The first loop is located
at amino acids 135-138 and is called the 130-loop. The helix can be found at amino acids 190-198 and
is named the 190-helix. In addition, the last loop is called the 220-loop and is located at amino acids
221-228, see figure 6 27, 39. Furthermore, researchers discovered that certain amino acids are well
conserved, like the tyrosine at position 98, tryptophan located at residue 153, histidine at position
183, leucine located at residue 194 and the tyrosine at position 195. They form hydrogen bonds with
the sialic acids 22, 35, 39, 40 and are thus responsible for the three dimensional structure of HA. This way
they control HA binding to sialic acids as well as the transfer of influenza between the species 27, 35.
Furthermore, certain amino acids play a role in determining which linkage is preferred and even
small changes as two mutated amino acids can make the difference in the preference of the
linkage22, 23, 27, 37, 41. In H1, HA receptor binding is controlled by amino acids 190, 226 and 228.
Especially residue 190 is important for binding to an avian host. In contrast to HA of H3; in this case
residues 226 and 228 play a key role in the α(2, 3) – linkage 41. Which are leucine and serine in human
influenza for residues 226 and 228, while avian influenza strains have a glutamine and glycine at
these positions. The different amino acids in humans create a distance between the receptor and HA.
Besides, the amino acid at position 226 does not bind sialic acids, but it is important for the structural
conformation of the binding site of HA 22.
Hu 23 investigated the H1N1 strain that caused the pandemic of 2009. This strain binds with the α(2,
6) – linkage as well as the α(2, 3) – linkage, which is not common for the annual influenza plague.
Hu23 aligned the H1N1 strain of 2009 with swine H1N1 and avian H5N1 and it was discovered that
there are conserved residues; in the strain of H1N1 of 2009 these were amino acids 106-130, 150174 and 191-221, see figure 7. In addition, mutations in amino acids 182 and 192 in HA of H5 switch
the binding affinity from an α(2, 3) – linkage to an α(2, 6) – linkage. The researcher found that the
H1N1 strain of 2009 had the aspartic acid at position 190 and the aspartic acid at position 225, which
imparts a human binding. In avian influenza there is glutamic acid at position 190 and the mutation
of glutamic acid to aspartic acid results in the loss of binding for an α(2, 3) – linkage, however this is
undone by the lysine at position 145 in the H1N1 strain of 2009. Further, the H1N1 strain of 2009
appeared to have more than two loops: a 130-loop, 140-loop, 150-loop and 220-loop were signaled
and all of these loops have a lysine residue, which support the binding of an α(2, 3) – linkage, next to
the α(2, 6) – linkage which is caused by the aspartic acid 23.
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Figure 7. Sequence alignment of HA1 of the H1N1 strain of 2009, swine H1N2 and avian H5N1. Red indicates
binding sites. The bold amino acids are the edges of the binding sites. The conserved amino acid residues in
23
HA1 are: 91, 150, 152, 180, 187, 191 and 192 .

After HA binds to the sialic acid receptor the virus particle internalizes into the host cell by
endocytosis 1, 22, 42 and the environment of the virus particle gets acidified (pH is about 5.0). The virus
particle is then uncoated with the help of M2 and the fusion of the membranes is activated by the
cleavage of a loop in HA0. The cleavage of HA0 results in the formation of HA1 and HA2, which are
linked by a disulfide bond 12, 16, 17, 22, 33, 42-45. The cleavage of HA is the activating key for membrane
fusion and therefore it is also an intracellular marker for transport 13, 30, 33, 37, 44. Moreover, if HA0 is
not cleaved, virus particles appear to be non-infectious 1, 9, 22, 33. The split of HA0 into HA1 and HA2 (in
all subtypes of HA), is located at a basic residue. However, the region where cleavage takes places is
different for the HA subtypes, depending if they are High Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) or Low
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (LPAI) 30. HA0 in LPAI is cleaved ‘at a conserved arginine residue by
trypsin-like proteases’ 13, for example by tryptase Clara. These proteases can be found in humans
mainly in the respiratory tract. While HA0 in HPAI is cleaved at multi-basic amino acids. They can be
cleaved by ubiquitous proteases. These proteases are present at multiple places in the body and not
7

only at the respiratory tract 1, 13, 33, 37, 44. They are thus not bound to a certain area in the body, which
increases the change of disease and thus making HPAI more dangerous than LPAI; it causes more
deaths 1, 13, 30.
During cleavage of HA0, HA1 acquires a C-terminal end and HA2 acquires a N-terminus. This Nterminal of HA2 is also called the fusion peptide and it is the most conserved region of HA 20, 22, 30, 34,
46

. Other domains in HA2, which are responsible for membrane fusion, are ‘the heptad repeat

regions, transmembrane domain and the cytoplasmic tail’ 20, 30, 33. When the fusion process starts the
structure of HA changes irreversibly, to give a short overview: the head region detrimerizes, the
fusion peptide is no longer buried, the HA2 coiled-coil is extended and a part of the coiled-coil is
transformed to a loop 47. Prior cleavage, the fusion peptide is located in the inside of the HA trimer.
However, when HA0 is cleaved it will bend outwards and anchors itself into the membrane of the
endosome by hydrophobic interactions with membrane lipids. This way it connects the viral and host
membranes 20, 22, 30, 34, 46. The transmembrane domain is then located at the same side as the fusion
peptide and they have a weak interaction 20, 47. The part of the fusion peptide that is connecting to
the membrane is about ten amino acids long and membrane fusion is only occurring when at least
two or more of these amino acids are present. Moreover, the amino acids close to the fusion peptide
affect the structure of HA and so the
fusion process 22, 47. Certain mutations
near the fusion peptide result in a more
stable structure of HA, in such a case
the fusion pH is lower than that of the
wild type. This happens especially when
amino acid at position 17 in H3
(histidine) was substituted to tyrosine,
see figure 8. The reason for this result is
that the HA structurally changes into a
more thermostable conformation, while
membrane fusion takes place.

Figure 8. Structural overlay of the H1 and H3 region around the

Apparently this form is energetically

fusion peptide. Yellow is fusion peptide. The dashed lines are

33

favorable . However, certain

hydrogen bonds. The tyrosine residue in H1 forms hydrogen

mutations can also lead to a less stable

bonds with the fusion peptide, while the histidine of H3 does

structure of HA. This happens to

not. These hydrogen bonds are probably necessary to stabilize

almost all mutations in the fusion

the HA structure at neutral pH, since histidine can change its
33

peptide that are registered in the N-

charged states .
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terminal part: it results in a higher fusion pH than that of the wild type 33. With the help of the
transmembrane domain of HA2 the fusion peptide is also connected to the viral membrane. This
transmembrane domain also influences the depth of the fusion peptide into the membrane, which is
pH dependent; at a lower pH the fusion peptide is deeper inserted into the membrane 20, 22, 30, 34. It is
thought that the transmembrane domain organizes fusion through hemifusion, since mutation in the
transmembrane domain can block membrane fusion 20. Hemifusion takes place by the formation of a
stalk of the heptad repeat regions which brings the two membranes together. Then the two
membranes mix their lipid compositions20, 30, the stalk is broken by the formation of a pore to release
the viral RNA into the cytosol of the host cell 30.
Although cleavage is depending on the proteases that are available, HA2 of both HA groups has
conserved residues at position 51 (lysine), 109 (aspartic acid) and 112 (aspartic acid). Substitutions of
one of these aspartic acids to alanine leads to an increased fusion pH. Which might be due to the
point that aspartic acid at position 109 is linked to glutamine in position 105 via a water molecule.
This aspartic acid is also linked to the fusion peptide by a hydrogen bond. In addition, aspartic acid at
position 112 is as well linked to the fusion peptide by multiple hydrogen bonds, which can be seen in
figure 8. Most probably these hydrogen bonds are stabilizing the HA conformation at a neutral pH.
Although some residues are group specific, in HA2 amino acid 106 is in group 2 almost always
histidine and in group 1 arginine or lysine. The histidine of group 2 can form hydrogen bonds with
the lysine at position 51 and if the amino acid at this position is not histidine the pH at which fusion
occurs is decreased. Furthermore, in group 1 the arginine at position 106 of HA2 can connect to the
aspartic acid at position 109 of the neighboring HA monomer via a hydrogen bond. Moreover, amino
acid 111 is as well dependent on the HA group, in group 1 it is almost always histidine and in group 2
it is almost always threonine. When the virus particle is acidified the amino acids 106 and 111 of HA2
are no longer part of the helix, but change into a loop 33.
Next to the conserved amino acids at position 51, 109 and 112, which play an important role in
determining the fusion pH, cleavage of HA0 activates structurally some reorganization in HA2. Firstly,
the coiled coil becomes longer, since a loop and α-helix are reinforcing the coilded coil: it becomes 38
amino acids longer and hereby shifting the fusion peptide, see red part in figure 9 48, 49. Secondly, the
α-helix in the middle of HA2 will unfold; green part in figure 9. Thirdly, residues 141 till 175 of HA2
(from the C terminal part) will unfold and align along the coiled coil; pink part in figure 9 22.
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Looking at vaccines, most influenza antigens
are based on HA (and NA). However, this is
not completely correct, since the antigenic
sites are solely located in HA1 31, 50. HA of H1
consists of four conserved antigenic sites,
named: Ca, Cb, Sa and Sb. Ca consist of two
sites (Ca1 and Ca2) and contacts two nearby
receptor binding domains in the trimer, see
figure 10. In addition, Sa is well conserved in
the H1 pandemic viral strains of 1918 and
2009, and is not glycosylated 51. HA of H3
consist of five conserved antigenic sites: A, B,
C, D and E. Where antigenic site A is located at
a loop, B at the tip, C at the hinge and D can
be found in the inner side of the HA trimer 52.
Stray & Pittman 53 assigned the amino acids of
the antigenic sites in their research for H1 as
well as H3, see tables 1 and 2 53.
Figure 9. HA in neutral pH (left) and HA in fusion pH
(right): the coiled coil is extended and an α-helix
22
unfolds .

Figure 10. At the left side the antigenic sites
of HA in H1 are shown. The upper figure is
the top view. The lower figure is the side
view. Olive is antigenic site Ca1, blue is Ca2,
pink is Cb, orange is Sa and yellow is Sb. At
the right side the antigenic sites of HA in H3
are shown. The upper figure is the top view.
Blue is antigenic site A, yellow is B, red is C,
orange is D and pink is E. The abs figures
demonstrates the regions that are changed
between different sequences, in which green
is 50-75% of changed parts, orange is 75-90%
53

and red is above 90% .
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Table 1. Location of the antigenic sites in HA of H1 .
H1

Ca1

Ca2

Cb

Sa

Sb

Amino acids

169, 173, 207,

140, 143-145,

74, 75, 77-79 and

128, 129, 165-

156, 159, 192,

212, 240 and 242

149, 224 and 225

117

167

193, 196 and 198

53

Table 2. Location of the antigenic sites in HA of H3 .
H3

A

B

C

D

E

Amino acids

122-127, 129,

156-160, 186,

50, 52-54, 275,

201-206, 217-220

62, 63, 79-83

132-138, 142-146

190, 193, 194,

277 and 278

196 and 197

Preliminary conclusion on the structure and functional domains of HA are that HA consist of
seventeen subtypes, which can also be divided in highly pathogenic or low pathogenic depending on
the amount of basic amino acids. Moreover, HA consists of two parts: the head and stem regions.
The head domain function as the receptor binding pocket, were the type of amino acid determines
whether HA is α(2, 3) – or α(2, 6) – linked to sialic acids. This influences which host organism can be
infected. While the stem region, which is a well conserved region, is responsible for membrane
fusion. During membrane fusion certain irreversible structural changes take
place.

Location of glycosylation sites and length of the oligosaccharides
Glycosylation is a process accomplished by the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER). In
this process sugar groups, also referred to as glycans, are added to the
protein. There are many types of glycans, that each have different lengths and
different amount of side chains, it makes glycoproteins the ideal candidates
for cell recognition, since they are very precise. Most oligosaccharides are Nlinked, which means that they are bound to the NH2 – group of an asparagine
(Asn) residue in the protein, see figure 11 19, 54-57. However, linkage is solely
possible if the Asn residue has the amino sequence Asn-X-Ser or Asn-X-Thr in
which Ser is serine, Thr stands for Threonine and X is any amino acid except
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Figure 11. N-linked
glycosylation. In blue
is the asparagine
residue. In red the
glycosylation bond
and in black is an
55
oligosaccharide .

for proline 55, 57. Further, linkage is aided by a precursor oligosaccharide which is located in the
membrane of the ER. This precursor oligosaccharide is formatted piece by piece and then transferred
to the protein that has to be glycosylated 54. Nonetheless, there is a basic structure of the N-linked
oligosaccharides: a penta-saccharide containing three mannoses and two N-acetylglucosamines. In
addition, oligosaccharides are added to this basic structure. This helps to fold the protein properly 55,
because when a protein is not properly folded it is not able to leave the ER. From the ER, the
glycosylated protein is directed towards the Golgi complex where some oligosaccharides are
trimmed. Due to this trimming the same protein can have a high diversity in forms 54, 55.
Besides the high diversity, glycosylation is as well necessary to creat infective virions 58. Moreover,
the glycans at the stem region are well conserved and are important for correct folding of HA.
Additionally, they are required for the fusion process 32, 44, 57, 59-62, while the amount and structure can
differ of the glycans in the head region of HA 50, 56, 57, 61, 63. Investigations on the influence of receptor
binding and immune response of the oligosaccharides that are present on HA have provided more
insight in the binding abilities of HA. HA contains solely N-linked glycans. They are necessary for the
virus particle to enter the host cell and regulate the structure and with that the functionality of HA 62,
64

. In addition, the structure of HA depends on conserved glycosylation sites and so affecting the

fusion activity 44, 59.
Additionally, the function of conserved glycosylation spots in HA was analyzed by Roberts et al. 59 and
Ohuchi et al. 44. There are three conserved N-linked glycans in HA that can be found in multiple
influenza A subtypes at position 12, 28 and 478 in the amino acid sequence. Mutagenesis
experiments showed that the efficiency of transport of HA depends on these conserved N-linked
glycans. Furthermore, the researchers made an extra form of HA in which an extra glycosylation site
at position 482 was added, in this case the mutant lacked the glycosylation site at position 478, see
figure 12 for an overview. It was demonstrated that the location of the glycosylation sites is
important for transport. When all three conserved glycosylation sites are deleted, HA is stuck in the
ER. However, when only the glycosylation sites at positions 12 and 28 are deleted, HA is stuck in the
Golgi system, which means that the conserved glycosylation site at position 478 is necessary to
transport HA from the Golgi system to the plasma membrane. When two of the three conserved
glycosylation sites were present, the transport of HA was functioning normal. In more detail; the
conserved sites at position 12 and 28 are important. When one of these two glycosylation sites is
present the transport of HA still functions normally, solely at a slower rate when compared to the
transport in the wild type. Moreover, when the glycosylation site at position 12 is removed and when
all three of the conserved glycosylation sites are deleted, it arises that there is a problem in the
cleavage of HA. This might be due to the problem that the enzymes are not able to reach the
12

cleavage site or it might be that the transport of HA is inhibited due to incorrect folding 44, 59. So the
location of these conserved glycosylation sites is important for the cleavage of HA, the correct folding
of HA and the transport.

Figure 12. Structural representation of different glycosylated states which are conserved in the research of
59
Roberts et al. where certain glycans were deleted. A) Schematic overview of the conserved glycosylation (cg)
sites. HAwt is the wild type strain. The figures on top of the HAwt are glycosylation sites, located by their amino
59
acid number (a.a.#). B) Location of the conserved glycosylation sites in the three dimensional structure .

The amount of glycosylation sites in the head region of HA in H1 influenza has increased compared to
the H1 strain of the Spanish flu, however they differ between viral strains 57. The HA protein of the
Spanish flu had only one N-glycosylated site positioned at residue 94 (H3 numbering) 50, 65, 66. This
strain has been inactive for some while until it reappeared in 1977, when it suddenly had five
glycosylation sites at residues 94, 131, 158, 163 and 271 57, 65. Nowadays however, the seasonal H1
strain contains about four glycosylation sites at positions 63, 94, 129 and 163. It is thought that H1
strains are less susceptible for obtaining N-glycosylation sites compared to the H3 strain 57, 65.
Although it is suggested that H1 can have up to seven glycosylation sites 50, 65, 66. These seven
glycosylation sites are suggested at position 20, 21, 33, 63, 94, 130 and 163. Residue 163 is located in
the antigenic site Sa. Furthermore, Zaraket et al. 67 suggest that there are four more possible
glycosylation sites at position 144, 149, 163 and 190 67. However, when N-linked glycans are created
in some regions this might hinder trafficking in the cell by diminishing the stability of the structure as
13

well the function may be disabled 66. The extra possible glycosylation sites might suggest that in the
future new glycosylated forms of HA might be found and thus new epidemics or even pandemics
might occur.
The amount of glycosylation sites in the head region of HA in H3 influenza has increased over the last
four decades to avoid the immune system. Although the pandemic Hong Kong flu of 1968 had only
two N-glycosylation sites, nowadays the seasonal H3 group can contain up to eleven N-glycosylated
sites in the head region of HA 65, 68. The first N-glycosylation sites that were found next to the
glycosylation sites of the Hong Kong strain are located at residues 63, 126 and 246 65, 66. Apparently,
the extra glycosylation sites were needed to avoid immunity of the host that was infected with H3
strains that had less glycosylation sites. Later the glycosylation sites at positions 45, 122, 133 and 144
joined 65, 67. From which residue 122, 126, 133 and 144 can be found in antigenic site A (table 2) 66, 67.
Additionally, residue 63 can be found in antigenic site E (table 2). The addition of an glycosylation site
was accomplished by single and multiple amino acid substitutions 65. Other glycosylation sites are
suggested at the positions 22, 38, 122, 165, and 285 65, 68, 69. In addition, Zaraket et al. 67
demonstrated that the HA of H3N2 can also acquire another three possible glycosylation sites at
position 50, 131 and 220 67. From which residue 220 can be found in antigenic site D (table 2).
Abe et al. 63 investigated the evolution of H3N2. Over the past three decades the HA head region
received more glycosylation sites. HA that contains more oligosaccharide side chains appeared to be
transported to the plasma membrane like the wild type. Although, when more glycosylation sites
were present (three to six) the binding of the receptor was impaired. However, the virus was still
active enough to survive; looking at the cell fusion in table 3a. When four or more glycans are
present, the receptor binding of HA is weakened (compared to the wild type). When only one glycan
is present, located on amino acid residue 165 (sample 1 in table 3), the transport and biological
functions of HA appear to function normal. Apparently, this one oligosaccharide side chain at
position 165 is necessary for H3 viruses to survive 63. Furthermore, when the amount of possible
glycosylation sites in the head region of HA increases in H3N2, the virulence of this virus decreases 57,
70

.

The H3 group strains found at this moment can have a maximum of eleven possible glycosylation
sites in the head region of HA, compared to the H1 group which can have up to five glycosylation
sites 29, 41, 56, 63, 71. From these five glycosylation sites of H1 a maximum of three can have an
oligosaccharide side chain 41. In addition, these glycosylation sites appeared to be conserved in all
virus strains 29.
a

63

Table 3 is derived from .
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Table 3. Overview of HA transport and function in different glycosylation states .
HA

Amount of

Oligosaccharide

Cell

Cell surface

Guinea pig

Chicken

glycosylation

amount

fusion

expression

erythrocytes

erythrocytes

binding (%

binding (%

compared to

compared to

wild type)

wild type)

sites

2

2

+

+

100

100

1

1

1

+

+

111

115

2

2

2

+

+

110

99

3

3

3

+

+

97

36

4

4

4

+

+

25

8

5

5

4

+

+

17

4

6

5

5

+

+

16

6

7

6

5

+

+

11

3

Wild
type

Avian H5 is sporadically infecting humans, therefore research is required on this influenza strain
before it might cause seasonal epidemics in humans. HA of avian H5 can have up to seven multi-basic
amino acids in the cleavage site motives and nowadays H5 can contain up to six glycosylation sites
depending on the viral strain. Four of these six glycosylation sites are located at residue 131, 158, 169
and 240 (H3 numbering) 72, 73. The other two glycosylation sites are present at residues 15 and 27
according to Chen et al.74. However, until this point research on influenza HA has been focusing
mostly on H1 and H3 subtypes.
Analysis demonstrated that the oligosaccharide side chains in HA1 of H1N1 consist of three different
sorts of glycans: mannose-rich side chains, complex and these two types combined. The complex
side chain contains galactose, mannose, fucose, and glucosamine. Their ratios are 6:11:2:5. It is
thought, due to the high quantity of fucose and galactose, that the strains that were tested have
three or four substantial carbohydrate side chains and only a low percentage that forms mannoserich chains58, 75. Collins and Knight 58 found that fucose and galactose are located at the terminal part
and sialic acids bind to the galactose, see figure 5 39, 58.
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Schulze et al. 66 found that one glycosylation site is hidden between monomers of the HA trimer,
which exists only of oligomannose glycans. The other glycosylation sites in HA, like the carbohydrate
side chains that were found in H1N1, consist of multiple sugars with different sizes; the size of the
glycans become smaller when they are closer to the lipid bilayer. Depending on the cell type where
HA is grown in tri- or tetra glycans are formed 66, 75.
Preliminary conclusion on some of the locations of the glycosylation sites in HA, is that certain
glycosylation sites are well conserved in all HA subtypes. These conserved sites are located at
positions 12, 28 and 478. In addition, they control transport of the virus. More glycosylation sites are
located at the receptor binding domain, however each viral strain has a different amount of
glycosylated sites. This can go up to five in the H1 strains and up to eleven in the H3 strains. For H1
the glycosylated sites are spotted nowadays at residues 63, 94, 129 and 163 (H3 numbering). While
for H3 at the moment the glycosylated sites are located at residues 45, 63, 122, 126, 133, 144 and
246. Furthermore, there are also some glycosylation sites at the stem region, however they are well
conserved and do not tend to change as often like the oligosaccharide side chains in the head region.
The length of the carbohydrate side chains in the head region varies for each glycan. It is thought
that there are some long glycans which contain fucose and galactose. Furthermore, it is thought that
only a small percentage forms mannose chains and another sugar that is present is glucosamine.

The influence of the glycosylation sites on the protein’s functions
The glycosylation sites in the head region can be very diverse and certain glycans might disturb the
recognition of antibodies by blocking the antibody binding site 18, 62. To give some more insight: the
receptor binding site is about 800 Å2, while the area that is required for an antibody to bind is
between 1200 and 1500 Å2. This suggests that antibodies do not fit the receptor binding pocket 15.
However, somehow antibodies are able to bind this small binding pocket. Though, mutations around
the receptor binding domain might interfere with the position of glycosylation which can disturb the
binding of HA to sialic acid, for example by steric hindrance of the binding site. Furthermore, no
internalization is measured when the glycosylated sites are deleted 64. So the carbohydrate side
chains are important for infectivity and they can mislead the immune system by masking and
blocking the antibody binding sites 65, 67-69.
Researchers performed multiple experiments on HA and its glycans; some tested if the expression
system is important, others check the location of the glycosylated sites 18, 59. Roberts et al. 59
demonstrated that the amount of oligosaccharides and their location determine the rate of transport
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and the shape of the protein and thereby the stability of the protein 59. Furthermore, the receptor
binding properties of HA trimers were studied in different expression systems to check whether the
expression systems resulted in different kind of outcomes in the glycosylation of HA, since large and
bulky side chains might cause steric hindrance to the binding pocket of the receptor. In addition, the
side chains more or less determine the spot where HA is able to bind. De Vries et al. 18 experimented
with different cell lines, insect cells and two types of human cell lines (HEK293S GnTI (-) and
HEK293T) to investigate if the expression systems affect the binding affinity of HA, due to the
different ways of glycosylation. They revealed that when the oligosaccharide side chains of HA
becomes smaller, the specificity for binding to the receptor decreases as well. In this case that means
that the insect cells produced the HA with the smallest oligosaccharide side chains, which is binding
less specific to the receptor of HA and has an affinity for multiple sialic acid receptor types. So, while
HA of insect cells have a high affinity, they also have a lower specificity 18.
Moreover, Ohuchi et al. 44 investigated the deletion of the glycosylation sites in the head region of
HA, however this did not interfere with the fusion activity, which suggests that solely the conserved
glycosylation sites in the stem region of HA are important for membrane fusion 44. This caused the
researchers to conclude that the role of these conserved glycans in HA are necessary to maintain the
structure of HA in which it is transported, so correct folding depends on these conserved
glycosylation sites in the stem region and with that the fusion structure and fusion activity 44, 59.
Likewise, Wang et al. 62 found that the peptide sequences near the glycosylation sites are well
conserved and they analyzed these conserved spots. In order to generate different glycosylated
proteins, HAs were produced in different cell lines and treated enzymatically. The different structures
that are produced by the different cell lines can be found in figure 13 62. The researchers found that
all these glycosylation forms of HA prefer the sialic acid which is linked with an α(2, 3) – bond. This
might be due to steric hindrance of the glycans for the receptor binding site. Additionally, monoglycosylated HA (only containing GlcNAc) binds with the greatest affinity, however this HA does not
have a specific type of receptor which it prefers. The researchers concluded that HA binds best to
sialic acid when it is most simply structured: mono-glycosylated 62.
From these experiments it can be concluded that HA has a high affinity when there are less
(truncated) oligosaccharides present. For example, when HA is compared in mammalian cells (high
amount of glycosylation) and insect cells (low amount of glycosylation) 18, 62. Moreover, Wang et al. 62
found that when HA contains short oligosaccharides it prefers an α(2, 3)– linkage, however this HA is
then less specific. This makes an avian infection more susceptible 62.
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Figure 13. The different glycosylation forms of HA. HAfg: completely glycosylated HA derived from
HEK293S cells. HAds: mannose-rich HA derived from HEK293S cells which lack N-acetylglycosaminyl
tranferase I (HEK293S GnTI(-)). HAhm: HA of HEK293S cells that are treated with neuraminidase, which
is an enzyme that cuts the sialic acid bond. HAmg: mono-glycosylated HA of HEK293S GnTI(-) cells that
are treated with Endo H, which is an enzyme that removes the glycans and leaves only one GlcNAc
(which is a sugar) at the HA. (A) left; A schematic overview of the different glycosylation forms of HA.
(A) right; Circular Dichroism of the four different HA structures. All lines overlap which means that all
different HA forms have the same secondary structure. (B) Structures of the four different HA forms.
62
In grey the protein structure is visible. In green the N-linked glycans are shown .

Preliminary conclusion on the influence of the glycosylation sites on the functions of HA is that the
glycosylation sites in the stem region are important for the membrane fusion process and with that
the correct folding of HA and the fusion activity. Glycosylation sites in the head region are important
for receptor binding as well as masking the receptor binding domain from antibodies. Furthermore,
glycans control HA cleavage and with that the infectivity of the virus.
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Vaccine development
Depending on the virus, the response of the immune system and geographical location, the type of
vaccine is chosen. For influenza viruses there are different types of vaccines available: live and
attenuated vaccines, inactivated vaccines, subunit vaccines and DNA vaccines 76.
Live and attenuated vaccines are vaccines which have a weakened type of virus. This type of vaccine
activates the immune system the same way as when the body normally is infected with a virus. The
advantage of this weakened virus is that it might provide immunity for life. However, a disadvantage
of this type of vaccine is that viruses can reverse back to a virulent form by secondary mutations and
might cause severe illness. Furthermore, this type of vaccine has to be stored coldly, which might be
a problem in third world countries. In addition, people who are ill or are immuno-compromised
cannot have this type of vaccine 76.
Inactivated vaccines contain virus which was killed first in a laboratory. One advantage of this type of
vaccines is that the viruses cannot mutate and is therefore stable. The vaccine also does not need to
be stored at a cold temperature. A disadvantage on the other hand of this type of vaccines is that
they cause a weaker immune response than live and attenuated vaccines, so probably more vaccine
doses are required to acquire immunity for a longer time, which might be a problem for the people
who live in third world countries since they do not always have access to the health system 76.
Subunit vaccines are vaccines that contain parts of the virus. They mostly only contain the part of the
virus that activates the immune system: epitopes 76. An epitope is an antigenic determinant which is
recognized by a specific part of the antibody 77, 78. Epitopes are (mostly) found at antigenic sites.
However, for this type of vaccines research is necessary to discover the exact antigen that is
activating the immune system, and this might cost a lot of time 76.
DNA vaccines are another option. An advantage of this type of vaccines is that the cells are making
their own antigens. Furthermore, this type of vaccine cannot cause illness, since it does not contain
the virus; only some genes of the virus are present. In addition, this type of vaccine is easy to
produce at a low cost 76.
There are multiple strains of influenza which evolve each year. To prevent influenza pandemics the
vaccine against influenza therefore has to be modified annually and has to be provided year by year
to the population 2, 18, 29. The flu vaccines that are provided each year are developed on the basis of
the influenza virus strain of the previous year 79. So each year a new vaccine has to be developed and
each year certain risk groups (under which old people, people with asthma, young children, etcetera)
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of the population has to be vaccinated, which is quit time consuming in general and of course
research and development costs money. A solution for the problem of time and money would be to
develop a universal vaccine.
The influenza virus evolves to preserve the ability of host infection, also called antigenic drift and
shift 28, 29, 41, 56, 57, 80. Antigenic drift is a change in the genotype which is caused by the immunity of the
host; with antigenic drift the virus mutates to prevent the host from becoming immune 28. In
addition, antigenic shift is the reassortment of gene segments of different viral strains which can lead
to new viral strains; this can occur when two different virus strains infect one host organism and the
viral components of both viral strains are mixed into a newly formed virus particle 28, 81. For example
the two pandemics of 1957 and 1968 had a human as well as an avian source. Most probably due to
the avian input these strains became this fatal. In another case, in 1976 in New Jersey, a strain with a
pig as source was deathly for some patients, however pigs might not be the only carriers for
influenza strains 82. Furthermore, human strains can infect pigs, which is what happened in Italy with
the pandemic strain of 2009, a H1N1 strain. In this case only the NA gene was not originated of the
pandemic strain of 2009, which might be dangerous in the future. Since the virus can adapt more due
to reassortment and when it then hits the human population again it might be even stronger than
the pandemic of 2009 83. Moreover, for viral strains to be able to infect through air a human HA and
polymerase subunit PB2 are necessary in avian influenza. If this is not the case the viral strain cannot
be passed on through the air 84. Due to these evolutional steps in influenza A viruses, research is
required for the development of a universal vaccine. Analysis of this influenza evolution focuses on
single mutations and the behavior of genes. Behavior analysis of genes can focus on unified changes
between genes, like an amino acid substitution outside the epitope that has to restore the function
of the virus caused by an amino acid substitution in the epitope 29, 41, 56, 57, 63, 80, 81.
Another adaptation in the evolution of the influenza virus is addition or deletion in the amount of
glycosylation sites. Furthermore, the length of the glycans is important as well to cause antigenic drift
29, 44, 56, 57

. A positive effect of glycans at a possible glycosylation site can be that HA might bind less

strong due to steric hindrance that the oligosaccharides give, so the receptor binding is weakened.
This leads to easier viral release when new virus particles are formed. For example, when HA is
produced in insect cells 18. On the other hand, long oligosaccharide side chains can hinder antibody
recognition due to coverage of the antibody binding site. Moreover, these oligosaccharides may have
an effect on the cleavage of HA; in such a case it thus all depends on the location of the glycans 41, 44,
57, 61, 63, 70

.
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HA1 is continually under natural selection, to prevent the host cell from getting immune for HA. HA1
sequences dating from 1968 till 2005 were analyzed and it can be concluded that the viral strains
undergo positive selection, which means that the amino acids that are changed in the sequences are
not randomly. They are specifically picked, since almost all amino acid substitutions were located at
the antigenic sites and in a certain time these substitutions are getting fixed. Most of these
substitutions occur at the same time: mostly there is not one amino acid substitution, but multiple
substitutions simultaneously. Certain amino acids undergo more than one substitution like the
residues at position 145 and 156. On the other hand, there are also residues where relatively no
substitutions take place, e.g. residue 138. Furthermore, residues 83, 155, 172 and 189 are positively
selected to mutate. They are located in an antigenic site and underwent multiple substitutions. In
the period that was studied they found that most mutations were made in an antigenic site, which is
ideal to prevent immunity of the host organisms antibodies. Moreover, residues at positions 67, 78,
144 and 213 mutated and were fixed in HA 31.
The evolution of HA1 of H1N1 was as well studied by Zakaret, et al. 67. The researchers found that 36
amino acid substitutions evolved in the studied time (which is approximately ten years). From these
36 mutations solely eleven were present for more than one year and some of these mutations can be
found in the receptor binding pocket and antigenic sites (positions 190 (in the 190-helix), 124 (in the
antigenic site Sa), 169 and 270 (in the antigenic site Ca1; table 1)) 67.
Although the H1 group is evolving at a slower rate than the H3 group, researchers found that in the
viral strain that cost a pandemic in 2009, no antigenic drift had occurred: it was similar as the strain
that caused the Spanish flu in 1918. This might be due to the fact that the virus was passed over to
humans from pigs and apparently the H1N1 strain did not undergo antigenic drift in pigs which might
be due to the life span of pigs 28, 57.
The ideal influenza vaccine is a vaccine that can bind to all influenza strains and at the same time it
gives the host immunity for a longer amount of time, so it has to activate the immune system. At this
moment the focus for new vaccines is on the conserved parts of HA to derive antigens that target
conserved epitopes in all HAs. Antibodies against the stem region might be the solution, since the
stem region is conserved in all subtypes of influenza A HAs. Actually, the head region is the part
which activates the immune response of the host cell and it is also the region were receptor binding
takes place, however this is too specific for all the different viral strains 41. By blocking the epitopes in
the head region through long glycans it might be possible to direct the antibody response to the stem
region instead of the head region. This way it may be possible to derive an antibody response based
on the stem region with all its conserved glycans which would give universal antibodies against the
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influenza virus. At this moment there are already monoclonal antibodies found against the stem
region of HA. Multiple research groups worked on universal monoclonal antibodies against the
influenza virus. Some research groups derived the monoclonal antibodies by phage display selections
that are synthetically made, others from someone who got vaccinated 85, 86. One of the groups
focused on antibodies that were derived from a vaccinated person, this vaccination was against the
H1N1 strain of 2009. Some of the antibodies that were derived by this group, are effective against
different viral strains of the influenza virus 85. Another group tested their monoclonal antibodies on
mice that were exposed to different influenza strains. They concluded that the mice in these tests
were protected against influenza strains which are group 1 classified (the H1 group) and not against
influenza strains from group 2. The researchers of that groups suggests that a glycosylation site in
group 2 classified HA1 is responsible for this 86.
Preliminary conclusion on the vaccination programs that are present at the moment is that there are
four different vaccines possible. All of them have their own advantages and disadvantages and it
depends on the situation which one should be used. The annual vaccination programs are necessary
since the influenza strains are evolving in a high speed so that each year a vaccination is required for
the weaker groups in the population. A universal vaccine would be the ideal solution against the
different influenza viral strains, which could be acquired by obtaining antibodies against the stem
region of HA. Since this is the part of HA which has the most conserved immunogenic domain in all
HA subtypes. Nowadays, there are already monoclonal antibodies derived by research groups against
the stem region. Some of these antibodies are effective against different influenza subtypes, others
are only working against group 1 classified HA.

Conclusion
In summary, vaccines are developed against influenza. They are based on the antigenic properties of
HA and NA of the viral strain that was circulating the previous year. Therefore each year a new
vaccine has to be developed which costs research, development and annually the population needs
to be vaccinated. However, HA can have different conformations due to glycosylation, the amount of
glycosylation sites can differ as well as the length of the glycans. This is influenced by the expression
system that is used. In addition, the affinity and specificity of HA depends on the amount of
oligosaccharides that are present. Furthermore, conserved glycosylation sites in the stem region are
important for the correct folding of HA for transport. This should all be taken into account when a
vaccine against HA is produced. A universal vaccine would be the ideal solution for the annual
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vaccinations, which should focus on the stem region of HA, since this part of HA is well conserved in
all HA subtypes and so the same vaccine can be used each year against each viral strain that is
causing an epidemic. Momentarily, there are monoclonal antibodies derived against HA, however
they are not all as effective, since some do bind to multiple influenza subtypes, while others only
bind to the group 1 HAs. So more research is required on antibodies against HA.
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